It all starts with Our Commitment!
“Not Equal Gifts, but Equal Sacrifice.”

Our “Pursuing the Promise” Campaign
represents more than we can accomplish on our
own. We need the powerful touch of God as we
totally lean on God for guidance and strength
during this exciting time in our church. We are
asking you, a vital part of this church family, to
be a partner in prayer. LET’S JOIN TOGETHER
in prayer – united – with one focus – with the
ultimate goal that our loving God will show us
His will.

Will Rogers said, “We make a living by what we get;
we make a life by what we give.” Our church will be
able to successfully complete the Pursuing the Promise
campaign only if each of us does our part.
Remember the saying, “Feed your faith, starve your
doubts to death.” The mission of our church is
extension rather than subsistence. Each of us needs to
give for the good of his or her spiritual vitality.
Increased giving will develop greatly increased interest
in our church and in our own spiritual lives. We should
look upon this commitment period as the opportunity
to make the greatest sacrifice of our lifetime for the
Lord.
We must all sacrifice. This sacrifice will represent a
true investment in the cultivation of our spiritual lives.
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If you missed last Sundays message, you
missed an unbelievable experience.
Pastor David shared an incredible Word
about The View from the Top. You don’t
get the view without first climbing and
working hard, he said. He explained that
its easy to settle with the view from the
bottom. It doesn't require work. It’s
comfortable. But why settle?
The highlight of the message was Pastor
David's illustration. A trip to climb a
mountain all starts with a vision… a
picture of the future… a plan, he said, as
he began to put on his hat and coat.

He then tried to gather his gear, equipment and personal items for his trip to climb the
mountain, but he realized the load was too heavy to carry alone and he needed help.
He knew without a doubt the mountain he had to climb. He had planned and prayed about
going on this trip. He knew what he would need to get there but he couldn't do any of it
successfully without a little help.
He recruited a couple of people and asked them to recruit a few and before he knew it, he
looked around and the entire congregation was there. It was very exciting as we gathered as
one. “A vision requires unity, commitment, management and recruitment. If we work
together… IT CAN BE DONE!.”

